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KROSSFYRE Rites Of
Extermination CD
Cena 45,00 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 48 godzin

Producent Hells Headbangers

Opis produktu
It was but 2017 when a humble mini-album titled Burning Torches emerged from a then-unknown KROSSFYRE. A swift
detonation of deadly decibels and surprise hit all around, KROSSFYRE's first recorded statement for HELLS HEADBANGERS
proved absolutely addicting: berzerker intensity and timeless METAL songcraft colliding head-on for 20 utterly exciting 'n'
electric minutes. Of course, perhaps this auspicious start wasn't all that surprising given that the Spaniards' ranks included
members who do or have done time in such bands as Sheidim, Spain's Graveyard, Körgull the Exterminator, Insulters, Morbid
Flesh, and Suspiral...

And while all's been quiet on the KROSSFYRE front since then, at long last do they release their first full-length: Rites of
Extermination. Thankfully, no great changes have been made to their iron-fisted attack; passion and poison have been mixed
into their cauldron again for a longer 'n' stronger result. In a taut 'n' tight 38 minutes, Rites of Extermination whips forth a fury
that's strangely familiar yet simultaneously refreshing - just like Burning Torches in that regard, but both more
unhinged and finessed here. Call it black metal, death metal, thrash, or just HEAVY METAL, the album spills forth a go-for-the-
throat hellishness that's timeless to the very end: infectious songwriting is the order of the day here, just as it was way back in
the day. And while references to classic Nifelheim and VOMITOR can still be made, KROSSFYRE can now handily count
themselves among those hallowed ranks, so devout is their devotion to the original EVIL essence of metal itself, genre
delineations and divisions be damned.

Wrapped in clearer and more cutting production that somehow manages to be even more devastating than their nuclear-
assaulting debut EP, Rites of Extermination is everything - and more, MUCH MORE - a first KROSSFYRE album should be. Hear
the roar of war and feel the Devil's force, fiercer and fresher than ever!
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